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to grow worse until death came
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li
was nt,
This Country Cu Supply Europe church four miles southeast of Very Few Foreign Shipments of on Wednesday following, The Governor issues Proclamation Set- married at the parsonage in the
Tobacco Are Being Made and
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Without Feeling Pinch.-Allies
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Planting Trees.
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daughter of Mrs. Steele end is
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fore the death of their compan•
quitea charming young girl.
was present.
Ion. If they had told it at the
Toy Underwood, son cf Sam
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time, the little fellows life could
Governor McCreary issued a Underwood, and Miss Mary Taylti.ssWith
Paducah,
UnKy.,
Oct.
19.
-Cct.
Washington,
L. V. Henson, pastor of the Bap- i
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were united in
boy,
and
his
on- ember iith as Arbor I itiy and call- marriage at the home of the
bright
little
continue to supply the warring lent sermon on "Temperance." "black patch" crop harvested,
the rest being cut, there iS timely death has reused much ing upon teachers and pupils in bride's mother in Almo. :slimy
nations of`Uurope with thous- Theand
Baptist Sunday School is
little
change in the actual enar-Isorrow throughout the neigbor. colleges and common schools to friends extend happiest congratwithands of horses and mules
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of tobacco, though hood.
,
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causing
the
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' to pinch that the hot days are gone and
the closer proximity of the sell- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Kingins and one and appropriate exercises and
Officials of the Department of visiting is about over,
C. B. ‘'enable, son of Brown
Agriculture agreed to this today, The tobacco growers of this ing season is beginning to re-- of the ether boys and Mr. Joe the people generallylo take more Venable, and Miss Connie PasFriths all of whom nursed Quint than casual interest in forestry I
but refused to hazard an esti-, section.are cutting and housing fileceIts promised difficulties.
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during
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first
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time
in
a
good
?nation as to just how many of , tobaeco Which is fair but very! '
chal, both well known and popu, many years buyers are not in. ling Green Monday to take the State Forester J. E. Barton I lar young people regiding a few
the animals this country can scarce.
' I specting crops or urging the Pasteur treatment for hydropho- ', and State Superintendent Barks- miles west of the city, were
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of
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Cloys,
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I dale Hamlett are endeaeoring to married at the home of the
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note- bride's parents.
tions.
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George M. Rommell, chief o
Miss Freda, Carter, daughter
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quarterslthat despite the fact
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the
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government,
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form
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'them andjsnot much
importinge
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which enetrates uickly all in render immense service by each leged to have interfered with
chance at the present time of
two children. Capt. Lee The teacher's association will
and
capturing the:animals in trans- i
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for
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Hot One For Augustus.
The problem of the rural of any druggist and h me it i n fields
trees. Our natural forests are Wilbur Hawks, age about four.
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Trouble
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... -it
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not
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if
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ments.
Your
Troubles are due tie Dr. Bell's long term Senatorship, wrote a school? T. R. Jones.
cut over, the burnt over and the of the boy, the father escaped.
give
almost
does
satisfied,
but
it
Pine-TareHoney. It strengthens paeitle letter to one of the Pro. Noon.
•unforested districts of the The boy sat taken into custody-,
the LungiSe checks the Cough I geessive party leaders in Lincoln
Preparation.-C. H. Jiggers. instant relief.
and on Sunday officers returned
State."
and gives relief at. once,---Mr: county, inviting his support and
Address,-Speaker to select
Marshal Ceasty Couple Marry.
and arrested the father.--Hazel
W. S. Wilkinh‘ Gatess, N. C., asking that. he send names of Subject.-Will Jones.
Paris Dragstswe Fails.
News.
writes: "I used Dr. Bell's Pine- other Progressives in order that Sermon. -Text, "All work and
Sunday afternoon, at
last
On
given
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se
as he-Augustiis---might write to no play makes Jack a dull boy.
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hopeless and it e
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plete Cure." Get a bottle of Dr. error of their way. The Lininto
bank1Paris,
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thrown
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with typhoid fever at his
Hydrophobia.
Died of
Olive, pronounced the worsla
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. If your . coin county Bull Moose comes
which united in the holy bonds ruptcy Tuesday. The assets and home about eight miles south of
cough is dry and hacking let it back with a hot one in which he
liabilities are something near
Quint Kingins, little son four- of wedlock, Miss Ideile York and the same amount.- Paris Pari- here on Donaldson creek. died
trickle down ,our throat, you 'assures Augustus that he is
last Sunday night. Mr. Thomas
teen years of age of T. L Kin- Mr. Java Roes, both et' near sian.
will surely get relief. Only. S5c standing flat footed on the Pro,
was the son of Mr. Rufus Thomcitizen living Inman•s store.
prominent
gins,
a
i
gressive platform and will vote
at your druggist.
Marriages.
Six
Sunday
deceased, and was about foras,
near Tolraccoport, died on Wed- They are prominent young
for Burton Vance. In conelud- I
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a
and
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of
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people of the
nesday of last
ing his communication to the
Cupid with his bow aad ar- vived by his wife and ten chid.host of friends who wish them
phobia.
great Republican harmonizer he
, rows was kept quite busy last ren, and his mother, Mrs. Avy
Dechange of real estate here
More than three weeks before . much happiness.
_
writes.
Sunday, as a result six Calloway Thomas. and several brothers'
has been about the only sensadeath the little fellow and two
'"I will add that I think you;
It Always Does The Work. ; couples were united in marriage. and sisters as follows: Walter.
tion for some time. Tom Har- stand about as much show to be companions were playing with
ris, south of town, sold his farm elected to the United States an old dog by throwing him in- "I take Chamberlain's Cough ' Mr. Jeff Farris, son of .Jag. James and D. B. Thomas. Mrs.
to Chas. Jordan, of Murray, for Senate as the proverbial cellu- to the mill race near the Zin- Remedy better than any other,"! Farris, east of the city. and Miss Joe Falwell, of Canton, and Mrs.
It
esi; Homer Ci- Rauda Moore, daughter of J. .1. William Sumner.--Cadiz Record.
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ROPE FOR PEACE IN MEXICO
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in Harmony, is Report
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44.
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second
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dent. Mrs. Lamm S. Givens, of (•yn- trees, but the pupils of every common
thistle: recording secretary. Mrs. John school in the state could 'render irn•
W. Mahan, of • Danville; _treasurer, inense service by each of them se tJamey; Camp. of Louisville; historian. ting out (1110 tree on Arbor day.
Mrs. (•. C. Leer, of Paris; registrar,. 'Schoolhouse yards, home yards.
Miss Mary ('rut,-her, of Winchester: public roads, pastures and fields
chaplain. Mrs. Peter Thornton. of should be beaut-ified with trees Our
Newport; vice chaplain. Mrs. Math.. natural forests are diminishing, and
Bruce Reystoldn. of Covington; cus- we must not only save what is left
todian of crosses, Mrs. James M. Ar- of the forests, but we must. reforest
nold. or- Covington.
the cut-over, the burnt-over and the
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order to remain in her office and keep
A $11Y:000 verdict in favor of Eitie up with the work. Ten stenographers
Wheeler_ in the Grant Circuit -Court have been working as hard aa.t.hel
the Cincinnati. New Orleans & could, issuing bulletins and -maintainSI
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of ing
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Clay. Wheeler, who was 1.4 years old, start in November. It is believed that
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applied for a position as fireman and the aim of the commission to have
Scene in Berlin showing the children of men who are fighting for the fatherland, being fed by the Berliner was given written permission to ride 2,000 -moonlight" schools in operaVrauen Unterstuetzungn iv'erein ilierlin ladies Relief society).
011 engines and learn the cork. tie tion. with 100,000 adults in attendance,
, rode from Ludlow to Corinth on a will be realized. Grayson county, for
light train and got off there, he said, instance, has 101 such schools, and
under the advice of the engineer, to several other counties have from fifty
catch a heavy freight, being informed to seventy-five.
that the trains could slow down for
Mrs. Stewart is receiving daily in
the cut. lie attempted to swing on her mail letters--the first ever written
an engine bound for Ludlow and failed by grown-up people—telling her ,that
and repeatedly tried to swing on cars they learned in the moonlight schools
as they flew past, being knocked ,down how to-read and write, and expressing
every time, until finally- his foot-twas their appreciation of the commission's
crushed under the Wheels. lie sued work. Some of the correspondents
tinier the Federal Employers' 1./abil- are quite old. Most,of them tell their
it Act,
age, and one of them, who wrote a
legible hand, said she was SO.
Must Comply With Law.
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,have been received here from CinvinJamen- NteQuown. Glasgow, and 0. R.
nati anti elsewhere of Kentucky cattle:
Ware, Middlesboro. G. 0. l'atterson.
passed by local inspectors as free
Hawesville. was eitcted prenident of
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F you feel that
you are smoking
too many cigars,
try Fatima cigarettes. They cost
less, last longer,and are
more wholesome.
6,6142:iiffrweVia..es,

Discharged an Obligation.
An old lady was greatly frightened
when the train thundered into the tunnel
"Do you think." she asked the ticket collector, "the tunnel is perfectly
safer
-Don't be afraid, madam," replied
the waggish collector. "Our company
got you in this hole, and we're bound
to see you through."
No Trouble.
"And you actually went to ask old
Bollinger for his daughter's hand"
"Yes. I did."
"How'd you get along"
"Fine Not the least bit of trouble
He talked war talk all the time I was
there, and never gave me a chance to
say a word"
St. Petersburg.
The city of St. Petersburg i recently
renamed Petrograd -by the czart was
founded by Peter the Great in the
year 103. He called It the "window
through which he could look out upon
Europe"
Her Reason.
Tom --Why were you weeping in
the picture show!
Jess-- It was a moving picture —
Judge
Disappointed Wife.
-Just my luck' Sez 'e can't go to
the froat because 'm's a married man."
—London Opinion
FOUND OUT.A Trained Nurse Discovered Its Effect.

No one is in better position to know
the value of food and drink than a
trained nurse
Speaking of coffee, a nurse in Pa
"I Used to drink strong cofwrites
fee myself, and suffered greatly from
headaches and indigestion.
Appeal Is Lost,
"While on a Nisi: to my brothers I
State
sited
who
Couty.
M
Norman
(let"
which
was
railway
the
the
This Is the way the Belgians destroyed
. Will Hear Complaints.
a good chance zia try Postum, for
Cirhad
Franklin
the
in
Bosworth
Auditor
.
man line of communication between the army in -France and Ili-used*.
State Railroad Corn' they drank it altogether in place of
colt court to compel: him to tray back'. The Kentucky
will hear complaints as to L. coffee After using Postum two weeks
to county Sriso lb taxes he paid on lOo . rtilinilon
in bread/Huffs and grains
rates,
N.
&
found I was much benefited and
Co...
Tobacco
shares in the American
distilling prod- finally my headaches disappeared and
manufacturingin
used
appeal.
his
,
valued at $::0490, lost on
sessions at Louisville. alsq the indigestion
This Algerian, who was wounded in Cooly was sued in Warren county by , ucts et its
N. rates from Lou.
-Naturally 1 have since used Postum
the battle of the Aisne, is a trlie of Auditor's Agent Karl Huntsman. who • Charges that I.. &
to Erdinetice on grains are dis- among my patients. and have noticed
con('out y
judgment .
the soldiers •which France brought recovered
favor of distilling con- a marked benefit where coffee has
over from her possessions in Africa. tended that the company paid (axe; criminatory in
Made by the Eminence been left off and Postum used
be
will
cerns
assessment
the
and
property
on its
Rates on distilling sup"I observe a curious fact about'
of his stock was double taxation. The Milling Co.
be complained of by E. II. Postum when used by mothers. It
Camera Carried by Pigeon.
court of appeals, affirming judgment plies will
Frankfort, who seeks repa- greatly helps the flow of milk In cases
A miniature camera is in existence
•l'if the Franklin Circuit Court. held Taylor. of
sum of $6.700. The Ken- where toffee is inclined tr. dry it
which can be attached to the body of
that the matter at issue was res ad- ration in the
a pigeon, carried by the bird to u con- Judicata, and that this method of pro- tucky Distilleries and NVarehouse Co. up, and where tea causes nervousness.
eiderable height above fortified and cedure was not available, because the sivIts reparation in the sum of $40,000
"I find trouble in getting servants
other positions, and used to photo- auditor is not authorized, to review as- for the payment of excessive t,sriffs to make Postum properly
But when
graph the positions The possibilities sessments, which his paying hack the They charge PXCPSSiVe rates on\ dis- it is prepared according to directions supplies from la-mist ille to a On package and Served hot with
of Its use in war were recognized In
money to Cooly would amount to. tillers'
Dumber of Kentucky. points.
Germany before the present conflict, lodge liannah wrote the opinion.
cream, it is certainly a delicious bevand experitnents made To what exerage"
,
tent the cartierapigeon has been em- Verdict For Family.
Suit to Cancel Contract,
Name given by Apstum Co.. Battle
of
Me,
widow
Mei%
Nellie
Mrs
ployed by -alien eilrtMli‘S in England
Creek. Mich. Read "The Road tO
The court of Appeals aferirted a verD. Redwine, won in the court Wellville." in pkgs.
13 anothet matter. Al any rate, *liens dict of Sici.1411 in the Montgomery Cir- Judge
-in this country Sr.' now prohibited by rue Court against the Chesapeake -4k of appeals • in her suit to cancel a conPostum comes in two formslaw from owning carrier pigeom, and. Ohio for the death of Matt Kelly, an tract with hor husband whereby she
Regular Postum—must be .well
all carrier pigeons dying neat the engineer, who Was killed in 1911. It surrendeml her dower •rights and ac- boiled. 15c and 20c packages
coast are shot by police watchers nss was Om second trial. The first tithe cepted two houses and lots in Jackson
Instant Postum—is a soluble _powder.
WOW, ills estate was valued at A teaspoonful dissolves quickly In a
camera is; of course, automatic
she family recovered $111,000. The ver- rald
codicil
and
hie:Levi-II
action, and takes phatographs at regu- dict under the federal 14mployetal,lia- 00,000 and by
cup of hot water and, with cream and
lar inteivals: The apparatus is made bno?; so a as apportioned. $7,040 go- Judge Redwine left the property to sugar. made ir delicious beverage
minor children for life. with re- stantly. nfle and Eine tins.
Iii Attu_ torture„as a single camera and
ing • to the widow, and .the remainder his
art,a dontrie.rettnera -----1-annten Neale.
$lam Mistinder to his 41111111Piel and 111111ere in *The nal
cup ot both atatia
AEU
411141-113Plif-11111 (+fifteen diad—w
'telly WTI,
,
-about Ai same.
claimed
site
his'
Wage
The
The Moscow hospital. the Millen '11 Tom Kelly $4.171% Richard Kelly issue
"There's • Reason" for Foetus..
t;einian soldiri.rs and others Lu Berlin examining'a peculiar rusghine gun
si
40,11,q45,000
.71
,
S
.
, Europe, employs over 900 rimer*.
—sold by Glow&
U.459. ?edge Nunn wrote the opinion. Rit16.4tri
e.atitujett trout the liUnallIUIL
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CHILDREN'S COATS
IN ALL —THE NEW
MATERIALS-THE GREY
CHINCHILLA IS 1111
LATEST NOVELTY
$2.50 to $10.00

THE NEW BLOUSES
ARE N-OW ON DISPLAY—
Satin Duches
Ctepo de Chino
nee and Chiffon
$2.50. $3.50. $4.00

O. J. JENNINGS,Eprrtm.
th.. poot,,inoe at bt tarty% ZoituolY, tor transmission throng t,
th., watts sit ••nouti eta.. matter
THURAPAY. in'Tlutrit L.,4 1914

W66 have a very large [amount the birds and squirrels during a
and $5.00
323 Broadway Paducah, Ky.
tsld Newspaperri on hand. and long siege of frost and Ire, ze.
in 6irder to get them out of our Further provision of this sort is
was at once we have decided noted in the aburulance of per'ft.' the next thirty days to pell
'bent at Half Price. Cadiz Rec. simmons an11 of holly, shumac
and swamp dogwood berries, on
orsi.
How delightfully pleas i ng which the hungry wood tenants
waist this announcement be to come to feed.
Things that burrow in the
the people of Cadiz and Trigg
ground,
bugs and grubi ard
news
old
think,
Just
county.
papers at half price. Smash! doodles, are said to be going
Bang! Down comes the high deeper than usual, The idea becost of living kertlopf Every ing to avoid the freezing point
kitchen safe can now dawn a below the surface.
Thick moss and lichens on the
wew-hrring: every rag carpet can
IlisaM a new mattresis and a fel. tree trunks in the forests say to
bra can afford to carry one or the woodchopper that some untwo around with him in his in. : seen force is providing oddities..
nide vest pocket. What noblelal cover against the biting wind
that is later on to blow.
!allows those Lawrence boys.
And the goosebone prophet,
•Indications of an approach- the learned seer whose word is
int wedding," runs a headline law to many believers, he finds
in a .riscent issue of the Mayfield that the Michaelmas goose wt re
Prithe, my good an exceedingly thick coat of
Messenger.
fellow Lemon. will Plea" se' down under is outer feathers,
iwaint an anxious public the a species of Mich.:nick and longnatward symptoms of the near- sleeved flannels that will bid delve's of such an event'?
fiance to the coldest day.
Also the breastbone of the
A headline in • the St. Louiil
"Dried Apeies l fowl was just a little more curvand you
agree
Ro-lic reads:
!ed than • usual,, cupping itself
s
Will Swell Exports." The boy ,
afound the vital
correct.
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1's-internal revenue.' _ And it had
3eter of fruit can tet;tifY -to- the'
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:Toth contained in the lines.
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that have a mystic mean"Much ado About Nothing."
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the world
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TEXAS WONDER. ;ter, with-a snowy Christmas."
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EXQUISITE STYLES
MARVELOUS VALUES
I UST returned from lsiew York and we
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Mark has selraseed to the foremanship him and Henke dependent upon Mute,
Hanka
and
Homan
Really,
your"
;v*1
atm.., him again 1he root Impersonal
'while his labor am.. log doeloes hare made
flights of stairs that groaned protest quite
hotel...et In the matter '
'bins Invaluable to the ,
twtny Is. the scanty and uncertain earnings
nod and a ould heir pepped on
Hut
Ingly under his tread
found a
'Woodiness K•sies halo married one Jim
.1 PIPIT! toi
Where," Mark asked, as they en" Ile laughed shortly,
he drew the horses up sharply sad
whittrg Mark nowt• with an accident
door and knocked It opened
.
to
coneeal
tered
a disappointment ari Untie
the bank, ' do you live tem*"
erldels ,I..ensa him to tw • .•rIppl• for life
railed ' Itazia'"
For a full tninuto, speechless, he Rued as the
-3151:11112
He returns to riethel intending to stay
HOOP Alley"
by
She paused hesitated • inottleut.
stared at the woman who stood on the
'tiers U. finds t'nity shout to marry an
sight of him otter;risoneteir""littlunt,
'Rose
Mark stopped short. the threebol
ether nom and wine her bassk
then went over to the cur b
l'allr
d
urge. IsIns so return to his work In th•
least, I can leav.“-teente niouey "
Me od."
"Will you drive e ith me for a
_
Ht. Mark Howse rstodlt to wealth •rel - "What
Hut she shut hint off from this, too.
does your sort know of It?"
paltry,. In the •1001 N101111400 hut the 44.•
while?"
CHAPTIN XVI.
' Quite enough Come alone
"No What money they can IOW Vilth•
enstsitions of his wife mai. th•Ir trlai
"I ought tee silk," she answered
rle.1
sinhappy Ti. big stead liorroset•
mit Plot: ei knowing of it, 1 van fur.
A
eitre secretly •nslons to get hold
Glowing a- mbers.
Pleas.', Karla e It did not WHIM
sto, it thee fee minutes letter they were Iii
.treat again, l'iott the rit.het by
in the Iroquois' Iron company, sisitts....1
'•
The figure silhouetted
absurd to him thal he pleaded
the door
to by worthless@ TInietto
the sum he had asked
lie limped stiffly toward this. door.
'way
one to make men dream, full
sleek flasoielai tusetet•nce from Mark nisi
She heeltated again. then
They slued facing reel) other the curved, strong all h
the. latter hors la's.s.lhouse'a
lid'
-Yes,' she said
the streneth of more hurt than ii.' eas
stock at a sabsis fls,re IbuileyIrotesola
st•eng
niwn a ho hail conquered and women whose
for, we
forbears have always mit to himself by the rebuff mid the
lloo stolid lot... alighted to
Onto to let Nark ttari. stock Its the
het
ultihr V pane. through • throat Hint the. Inefficient. one of
guenillas, toiled, yet without heaviness, It teas failure of his impulsive mission
to tlit• peat, but Ole furesUilleel him
If Ise does nob tis will Ins. both
Iii'
it
IlseITI alto tied lust taken or o he strong the strength that Ilea
.'It
quickly
out
the dark
quality, not lotspag., t hat h.. might into
* "Ikin•I get lite
And she was he.
hitt have
to
man's largess Hut the Inefficient was
,
side. him
CHAPTIIX XV--Continutel.
not grateful, a humbed dollars could
look
longer,
and then. nit tilted her.
She looked at him steadily, showing
II.. touched Ilse liorsea w It Mt. whip
nut runquer his hatred
Ito surprise. And by that he read that ta hen she titre.% he led the. way down
and they. oprgns forward
It ass the loss satisfying heCi411110 his
the ticket% plaint and tilt into the foul
' I please: hie sneered, "you wadi she. had learned to take life,
You aren't
Its Coin paid abruptly
'
forepaw the end of•chapter Ile had me to 'hank you'''.
•
cidences Auld its ell:mixes as. thy'. *Melling court, lighted up now la .a
And lie, ascribing to that fact her
spent himself In body he sea no
No If you need snore, cotne to me. came, calmly, without
•
I
unexpected compliance, eels at the mu10014 of poise
..
longer capable of lung intenao appli- And, see here, Note I earl,
ono aould thirk.' he. blurted out.
She. spoke erne in a lov.
you to get
voice.
..111Istit alniont glad .of IlIe ulisability
cation, he had fallen back upon the Roman and your mother
you want iii to stay there '
"Ahl"
away front that hinted even less titan he.r manner
He Turned Quickly to H#
'I• it obi fous' I believe I'm not.
„
invalid's last resort, drugs, in mInd--• Rose Alley."
Do you Mei that so eunderfur"
Again. "Thin Did You No Harm."
at inner excitement "I thought It %as
In fart, my doctor has ordered me to
the creative faculty seemed dead, that
"You want -!" The money In his Pleat
'
I'm
glad you can't
its no place hip. In fact,
Your steep .sounda like his"
bad recetivel sit eacruci- get out -and pla. I find It very hard
very morning a young man in the mills pocket, Plotr
threw craft to the winds.
They might have been daily famil for such as you "
Ming retieli "I tis a little makward. work That's shy that'., Orle reason
had announeed an Important invention "What have you
"Many people have lived here " •
to do with u•? IM lane
This Is one of this. things I can't get why -- I asked you. I needed company
that was to have been Truitt's mag- you s'poste we'd
- Allut riot front choice
let you help us"
"Yes:' he flushed, "I am Nonti.what I know. I quite used to'
The circumstance,- hi sullied, -ought
num opus and upon which his sterile
"Hut you tool -"
Ii rod here once myself, befores" He
In
cage"
his
"I supposed It NILS only teniporary.".- In appeal to yisti professionally."
brain had labored in vain, In soulNoir chuckled -a chuckle of tri.
Ile
almost
missed the. me ift glance "
h liatell a nwilliPlit • -I left it to "
-"Nurses
are
lie shook his heetel,brielly, as though
notoriously
11
lie could no longer dream
hardAnd for umphant malice
-led you think it she east toward Ills cane itut hi. was with Itomart.'
the topic e ere distasteful
heartod
reward he had -the dry fuel of a tri- was toy
us!'" The chuckle. greet, into grateful that she hat' Ii,. comment for
She made' no reply. He stopped.
Another- --auu probably -soul
-Yes? TAM
aituph be mould not settee and the pros. a laugh,
can't work on your
as though he pondered some his injury
-lint her ears's.
In the preeetice of her facing •110t and brae
!levee this Is an exiatence that con sympathies. On
vehule. I'd rather
peat of an empty, useless, discontented mammot
physi
cal•ours' thinking my going there
h jest, "You-you have just splendid perfections his oen
tinually requires little. cruelties of one have It so. You'll. have te_admit it
future.
paid jor the next issue of the Outcry!" shortcomitie seemed almost Cause for iva• to the ad.ant.igi.
one
no
but
leek courage to ask you to play with
Itig oven, too, sometimes"
• He Was • critic, you see; but not
He"' wheeled and went haltingly sham.'tnyeel
_
f-"Ins', because you'll admit again you
"You say requires'!"
esf himself. The %odd was out of away.
"Why
Mark watched him until be
else
sheuld
flow
you
du
you
bate
do, Katie?" be said
gone
"At least, encourugem
Joint
Hut I," he weren't exactly cordial limiest time."
turned a corner.
gravely "I didn't expect te find you
smiled unpleasantly, "am subject to
"What did you expect"
Passers-by were diverted from their
"Poor devil- Mark shook his head here."
' That's 'tiniest cynical, isn't it'? I regrets
'Itut I expected nothing." he rte
And equally unprofitable Inn
awn cares by the sight' of a well- pityingly
might
"He's maul"
have
had aeveral othor reagents pulse's Of course,"
lie held out an uncertain hind.--She
dressed man stamping his cane on
with obvious irony, torted. "I didn't know you would be
It was not Mark's habit to waste took it. neither hastily nor reluctantly, -but didn't. Al least I did you no
:ibis is very Iriteneeting to you."
at Roman's. Why, 1 hadn't even heard
the pavement and muttering aloud: precious
hours eaudering the crowded for a brief meaningless clasP.
harm."
14ht• was etending between two gel. of you for---I've been counting It up"All evil fate Pursues me. Other men city streets
in introspective noostfe.
"Neither harm nor good."
''l am here sometimes._ Will you
untruly lamps In their bright glOW 14 years. That isn't gross flattery, is
do as I do, desire as I desire and find lion
his. now went to the appoint- conic in?"
"One doesn't like to think of one's he mew her
cool impersonal regard it? . hut, of course, you aren't the sort
content Why can't I be contented - !near with
his lawyer to keep which
self
as
reduced
She
to
stood
even
a
harmles
aside
and he-entered,
he-en
s chime.., become questioning. Arid thee of woman that likes flattery
trysad happy?"
Are
he had left Henley
nonentit
y
Still,
log
overcom
to
most
of the virtues ,dark shadow again as though
e his limp. -It was the
A thousand faces streamed past him,
she your
It was a long and tedious consulta- kitchen, which in Hose alley-us lie are negative, I believe. Thought Ian had seen
'Then you're not an sure, after air
unrecognized and unrecognizing Then,
and known to the full the
Hon, having to du with a big real es. • remembered. had to serve as living vain rtioaliti to wish I could have been crueltie
s whereof he spoke. Iler lips But I do like it
at a corner where two currents
tat.- deal In which Truitt had shown room as well. It was clean, but bare; a positive Influence in the making of parted.
Hut no words fell. With an
"I must remember that "
dammed each other, appeared one
Iii,
hie customary shrewdness
the woman you've become. It's rather odd little gesture
He dls. Pitifully bare,
that seemed oddly familiar It was of
of repression she chuckle d "Playing itecomes distinctly
played little interest More than once
remarkable, Kasha."
Ity
the
stove,
stood
little
a
faded
turned and sioely mounted the stairs. easier. Isn't it lucky I happened along
an undleitinguished homeliness, pasty
Shirley. the lawyer, had to recall his %Leman, much stooped, her hair white
"It Ise t remarkable-or excuse for At the top she monied for
pale. morose, matching well the genby the hospital just when I did?"
an instant.
straying attention Shirley was &stem- and thin, her pale lack luster eyes for vaulty."
"Gextd night." she repeat...4 "And
eral shabbiness of its owner At first
"Itut I thought--" She almost
O•ned at this, his client was notabit the moment brightened by a startled
She
had 1,ot wieced. nor had her thank you again."
Mark. confused bY the dirty brown
*milled "I thought it Yvan a habit"
for his concentration on the. :natter question. Ite sent over to her and steady gaze wandered But for just an
He dined alone at hie club that - "So you've seen me? Now you
beard, did oot recognize him
mew
In hand. He would have been even took her hand. She Whratik away from instant a -fleeting somber oh:Ouse had night.
The events of the day had left ilon it, I may ate eel! confess
The man had no doubts. At sight
that
more deeply astonished, could he have him
rested in her eyes.
him depressed and stratigly restiees this isn't luck, hilt the result of
pf Mark an evil glitter sprung into
a very
looked upon the picture. that lured
'It
Is
Mark
she
Truitt.
must
Matka,"
go."
"I
said
said
and.
with
pie sullen eyes.
a strong dlstastu for cum- clever plot. I've been driving past
away Mark's thoughts Put then. for Kazia in Pollen, "Don't you runiew.
They ualked in silence to the mouth paniunehip,
"You!" .
the hospital almost eyery day In the
her?"
the.
of
court
the-ir
At
approac
h Mark's
By the hate that had lived ,through
sneaking hope. thar just this woulf
1 MA.
Itk.'14-', •
.
Hanka
man
got
said
somethi
down
from
ng
the trap, touching
CHAPTER XVII.
in the same
;
!fifteen years Mark placed hlw
\s''', , • "*Y"
occur."
.
.•
tongue
his hat
"Plotr Andzrejzski!"
"You say, a sneaking hopes--?"
'Y
Fanned
into
Flame.
"She
says,"
"Can't I set you home?" Mark ven
Kuzia interpreted, "they
-I'd better quit
"Peter Anderson," the man cor"Yoe see," he confided. 'Inn easily
thinking
of
liar,"
have never forgotten
tured, not at all sure that she. would 1
rected him.
frightened How could I knees- that I'd
Murk told himself.
,
Iheir eyes met again. . •. . Ills accept Hut she affe.cted no reluctance
' That's a good American name. I'd
A virtuous and al wew resolution find you so .4(i-4-beautifully human?named away quickly and sent to the
She glanced at a 11111e watch shts .
forgotten you had a preference." Mark
' And ono strangely hard to An you preparing to snub Illn for
other occupant of the room. lie sat wore. "I go to the Todd hespital. and i fersooth
'
smiled and held out a friendly hand.
th,.
thatr
strong
kerp.p..01,1,..
The ,dv.f.ning
thought- in
of na tins
woman
:11
the
only
of -- ..
armchai
overstay
I've
r,
ed
huge
a
here
little"
mass
of
it
"How are you, Peter -Anderson?"
...-..
I sin considering it." The smile
.rt flesh. head slouched forward and
Ile helped her up tel the. seat. The body' %hose
The hand was ignored. -Whensplendid perfection the ._we ut t iiistakable' now. "But I won't,
\
imlessly
playing
'rigors
ith
w
a
the
lung
horses
sprang forward, swung into the
Anderson sneered, his homeliness be.•
•
.fliteint..
e..ortletco
ceueu
ldld.unio
at d
gillincihsra_, uetsausieltoday Is Olie of the days when
•trikempt beard that reached half's ay'car tracks and ifuickly lift the tene- t:hiloso
came almost grotesque.
I can't help bettor beautifully human.
to
the
bulging
waist Mark laid a hand, ment neighborhood behind. For a time
"Siuce you're 00 interested, I mannever altheirew entirely, at inostre- I'm so healthy that sometimes I just
on his sheubler
Roman looked up. Mark gave his attention to guiding
age to keep alive."
have to take a vacation from myself.tired into ambush %%hence to
4.
1.8
Put Homan saw as the newbont babe,. their swift course around overtak
_
seeing
-How do you manage It?"
en out upon hint at tootuarded
"And l'ti:t so unhealthy that, though
monnts
'mos.
,
cars
and
the
slow
"I'm a comkositor on the Outcrylumbering tearns 4 with ever increasil
'
I'd
like
to
I
can't
give
ig
Truitt this slip
patency to • alit.
The grasp on his shoulder tightened. that drew the heavy traffic of the
when there's any money for an issue."
t • ._ . for-even an hour, lie's a persistent
'110filail
(11111.t
,
you
know
street.
toe!'
They
I'm
were on the bridge be- hisAtjt
•
"The Outcry?"
beggar -as you may have nuticad the
aadliticiniti•runtagolfilatthie
°11 partnersliip had .
Mark Mark Truitt, you remember" fore either spoke.
. few
"You'll hear of it yet It's the paper
., • wet
. .4-alt uidiv
indeed proved to be the elintaz of
The.
shoulder
his
stirred
a little under
"You said, to the hospital," he be- career
Of our Cause."
They laughed.
eith
the
Quinhy
,.
company
the
.
tight
grasp
Itoman's head alouched sari suggestively. "Ikt youFol.
Mark knew of but one cause that
• It-,ysisa_a_glear afternoon, beautiful
loaed quickly the long imminent
forward again and -he. began Once more
col"I'm on a case there."
employed the capital. -Socialism, I
e.,
with the mellow radiance of autumn
lapse.
There
wee
Ito
specific
hi* aimless twisting of the long beard.
ailment,
"You•re a nurse, then'? I remember
suppose." He smiled indulgently. "I
sulishine. But the wind that swept
save a hero y eitubbeses-emorti and'
' How long,- Mark's voice had to. you had a knack for that sort of
the
Lope it's in funds sufficiently :often."
thing
cons.. sharp.--ha 'It• been this way?" Your husband -er I hadn't hoard- : constant eche ltalits lircurell hip, which sky and air cleat' was crisp and pene"I look it. don't I?"
" Sere really sy asylums.
It San rather trating To her, superbly healthy, it
'
Almost
three
years."
-haven't
"'
seen
hint for 12 years." • general failure
The answer was so obvious that
of his powers. H.- gave. only a rare tinge of color that
here!**
-And
"Maria,
" he asked gravely, "will
Mark avoided it. "How," he asked
enhanced her charm, gave the last
It,
'A year longer."
you tell me about yourself?"
hastily, "is Roman?"
ewnam
ergit::0 '
needed softening touch. His wasted
it"c
e„
.
.
i
.
e
r
ealabyl'''s
te
‘
ks
hil'Tf
it
ia
Kazia's
e
l!
cgoinolg,
eyes
said
"What Is that
"There is nothing to tell--any more clear, Incisive
"He breathes and sleeps and eats.
brain that could grasp body, despite the heavy overcoat he
to you?" •-Hut he's dead."
.1 a
than
p
t
a multitude of details and yet not lose wore, coula not resist the chill breath
She Looked at Hum Steadily, Showing
- Why," he demanded, "didn't you
'Is that a Socialist parable? I'm
"That lit, 'ours
- y.n0
0ut:*inierested to sight of result and
No Serpi-1.4e,,
purpose had be- But, though he knew he Would piob
let me know about it?"
not a Socialist, so youli have to exwhat has he opened to .me. You're come. cloudy,
vacillating and sunder- ably pay later for thee exposure, he.,
She
annied
contemp
tuously
.
plain."
j
aa.
It
Shirley. the name of Hine Alley would
ing, a poor tool for the direction
would not by so tnuch as a niteute cur
kni.med .to him.
of
' His mind's gone
trin
"like;ause a chance hae thrown us a huge, intricate
it began to go have. raised to life. no dead memories
ly organized plant ces tail the htmr.
,
"We
must
get
them
out
of
here."
soon after you stole his Job Hut prole
he toge:her for en hour is no reason ior eraUng
Shitley's astonishment, however,
I haven't hall 00 pitsasantit's a
multi* tremendous pressure.
ably yclu've forgotten the, too"
us to pretend an interest neither - of He elks subject
reached Its climax at the close'of' the weut on hastily
profound• puny word, but let that go---so
to
attacks
"We
of
can't
pleasInotr
won't
let
us"
"I have no recollection." said Mark consultation
,
ant a time in years," he declared
melancholy. He could-not sleep
..'
•
"He- must," Mark declared curtly.
withfi:a
coldly, "of any such occurrence." With
ely-speak tocyourself, please.
"It's a good deal.' he remarked, "for
out the aid of drugs.. Worst of
"I see," she laughed, "you have
"Ile will not: she repeated.
all
a curt nod, he paased on.
leaoantliet, We can 011- tile wheels of cir- the will to
u
Ast-Yc
you."
endure, to mock pain and taken triesiallityi a turd,"
Peas him today. lie's crazy:'
He had gone but a few steps when
„
cumstance by going through the eolite weaknes
Mark answered with a nod and
"lint I mean It." he protested "I'd
s, had broken
"lie' Is. lie's a good compositor forms
;
halted and looked back Peter, up. opened anothef subject "I don't
You could smile very gra"What's the matter with
;Ike you to believe that I mean it"
sup
me?" he
mindful of elbowing pedestrians, was pose Timothy Woodhouee left much" arid could make euough to keep them ciously on my man Felix, but to me- -" demande
He.
d of his physician
ovearne grave
, at least decently, Hut he• prefers to He broke off with a short
still at the corner, glaring at him
"Practically nothing"
laugh. "His"Burnt
out,"
Sito.e that day at Roman's I've
was the sMoinct reply.
i work for the Outcry--for little or notn- tory has a way of
Impulsively he turned and retraced
repeating itself. I
"How does our case stand?"
"What can I do?"
been thonking a good deal of what we
ing. Generally it's nothing. Ile says remembe
bts s'teps.
r saying something Of the
"We'll win It."
"Nothing
said-, about my having harmed you.
And
quit
tatti
'
ng
it's
for
arogs.••
the
cause"
'
,sort to you once before. Of course,
"See here. Mote" he said. "Let us
"You're sure of that?"
"Hut." habltaprotested. "I
If regrets--but there's nothing so use.
' "But that's no reason why hel you've forgotte
can't 'do
aot use hard names There are a good
n."
"Absolutely. His estate will never , 4
lees That sort of thing ise't easily
shouldn'
let
t
me
help
them.." many things we'd never agree on. But push • it_ to trial"
forget-i-enottuhni
tne
g
.
d
"
•Uur life," interrupted the
torgliren, is it?"
she shrugged ben shoulders.
- we can agree on this-you're hard up.
"To - 7•1Ah
doefo
l
quickly to her tn
"Then settle it."
po
o
rr.ot1hp
..
-g
o
l tyut you've Consulted- rot(
ti')
na
Oh, very easily,",, . .__.
Ptah. it is. I know, because I've tried." again. "Then I did
and
I
I've been luckier than you. What can
do
you harm:'
Shirley ehIstled his surprise "Has
to earn the stiff fee I'll charge.
You are thinking that I give toe
.."Then.'• he said, -we'll take thorn
see-can't
'
I do to help you"'
'•
"I
the philanthropic bee stung the whole ewe) area sew.. with
you. Drop everything, go to the
piotr afterward.court- much • Firnitiegin" to
follows," he interrupted "If
Piotr's lips formed a surly, "Noth- Quinby concern"
"It
our littia affair
I try or to the end of the earth
- be grinned :1
I do nee "
He said It charily, with the assured
-pering" But the refusal did not fall. At wouldn't do that, though. .
-s
had done you no harm, you would re- sonally, I 41.
It would air of fortune's slarlIngs who.,
advise the 'end oi the
No.1
mean
I
have
never blamed'
having
member charitably, not coldly_ oi earth,
look of transparent craft displaced be an .admission.
As a lawyer, 1-. made their resolve, take' its
because it's farthest Rea)
tou.
Of
-S •
course.
we
%Core
.
ahd
too
)(meg
consent- worm., and you would be at least as.
ler
IMaleVolence.
couldn'l ;Oyler-- ••
newest to You. Forget work,
it So have any lasting eignitic
.-.-ination for granted. Her faint smile cordial to me
anee
play a
as to iny groom"
Pilo you mean thatr he asked. sulk
-al donl-itak advice., Settle it."
while" ' .
_Xiel. if 1 retnember aright, I
showed
again.
inetted
plciously,
"Now it is you." she answered aftet
Shirley W aved a concessive hand. ' "1,1 fella
-- 4
• •
Mark asked and received
it -anti' oto put you In %hat
so simple as that. _ Thy a thoughtful
frdin tile
must have
e,
Tm_ocit In the hablir_e".paussi...Lwhis will:
'It's ....ur.- Cann, of eouree. POr_liew won't,10,:; .
wry
weriticeler,
/1444•• /44 t 4/4....____
moTrttri
.. .. ...-. • „ ; .
li4 Altandary at tie
P"
esysi ottlaw VPheetertiftbly ....hat
e"tintlir
' - - •- •rUttlfil
flan!t, .mars.. about yew- hahtte;e- .- • raEalflo
, - • ---' ''
' ns -Ttitt
you airmnrgn
eh
,
- Thertt-taltle vine laltirie." ". '1
'
' Ifni*.
Ile ft, rusuiaten
"
-dthreY woult go!" He stared. "why say is right
iso reason.
ear 110killd
he ', '*The most critical
I haven't thought much did not at ofire
- pots interrupted uaraniously
-- . "For whatever-Teo think fair.-MIR i hoe"ve
.
Ica%
discerne
..T".__ ,
e the•elk
d nothing
When ."
ungvnuine '
about influencer-1 haven't had tinle.". the
'
1
,I
• - her
weather pertaftted he.filled
rippling
laugh..,
.--. . _•ta lbw t
•
'"'"
..
•
------s
erierins-rtYlentirtaii•
•
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A NURSE TAKES
DOCTOR'S ADVICE

FROM

THE

SWEET

POTATO

Innumerable "Goodies" May S. Made
by th• Howswife Who Gives It
Little Thought.
For eanillsiii sweet 'mantle`, i ut par
And is Restored to Health by
boiled sweet potatoes Into lengthwise
Lydia E. Pinkham
'
s
slices and put them In buttered pan
thre.e.quartera
Cook for two iii ii,
etabie Compound.
of a cupful of enter arid two tableEtiphernia, Ohio.-"Became of total Spoonfuls of butter
Brush the puts
ignorance of how to care for myself Ii..'. alth this end bake them
Haste
when verging into womanhomi,and trine them with the %Irmo aa they cook until
taking cold when going to school, I suf- they are well candied.
fered from a displacement, and each
14WMPt potato bails that Mlles stir
month I had severe pains and nausea prise are these Reason Iwo cupfuls
which always meant a lay off from work of baked
sweet potatoes that hays
for two to four days hum the Urn* I been p
d through a rolander with
lean 18 years Old.
salt and pepper arid esdel a heater. mg
"I went to X engem to live with my sia- and a little hot cream
Form into
ter and while there a dortor told m• of hallo
and into each press a pitted
the Pinkham remedies hut I did not um prune Imo
vehich two walnut meats
them then as my faith in patent meein have
been forced. Theo prune should
einem was limited. After my sister died
not ha visible
nip the balls into
I came home to Ohio to live eml that
crumbs and egg. Then brown the pohas been my home for 010 last 114 years.
tato halls in deep fat, &nits anal serve
"TheChange of life elLITIo when 1 was
at since
87 year,' old and about this timo I maw
Suelloped sieved pedaloes are made
my phyalcal condithin plainly deeeribed
by lilting merholleil potatieen into it
In one of your advertisement& Then I
battered baiting dish and tot sting
began using Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegi him
a liii a well sermon ed w bite
etable Compound anti I cannot tell you
emirs. On top of the mauve put •Mlit.
Or any one the relief it gave me In the
butt pr and crumbs and hike
And three months. It put me right-1
where I need not lay off every minith for about twenty m111'01.14
Prietch fried !sweet potatoen are
and during the last IN year I have not
To ulnae them, cut
paid out two dollars to a doetor,end have truly a delicacy
-erri blest with exeellent health for awo- In thick beigtlitvlse-seectione ensue par
woman of my 'genial lean thank Lydia- boiled 'tweet isotatoem and -plunge them
E.Pinkheun's Vegetable Compound for it. liitt frying bitekete into 411.ell kit fat.
"Since the l'harireof Life is over I Brews' delicately, cicniti
have been a maternity nurse and being with salt
wholly self-supporting I cannot over
topthionte the value of weal health. I
have re,w earned u comfortehle little GLEANINGS FROM COOK BOOK
home just by sewing and nursing. I
have recommended the Compound to Knowledge of How to Do certain
many with good results, as it he eotrel.
Things WIll Save Housekeeper
lent to take before and after childMuch Trouble.
birth." Miss EVELYN ADELIA STEWART, Euphernia, Ohio.
Jeer n suggestion of here to do cer
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkharte Medicine Co. roans lain things will often bit the Mean' of
dentian Lynn, Mass. Your letter will staving the houeekreper it grunt deal of
trouble
Here are a few glennIngs
be opened, read and answered by
womeap red held in strict confident*, from a famous cook book %hi' h may
move interesting to sennT, reader
To cut cheese smoothly, fold paraf.
lin ptipere over the knife blade.
When making onielete allow one tablespoonful of crentn or hot water for
Can quickly be overcome by
each- egg.
One cupful of sugar will sweeten
one quart of any tnixture which Is to
Purely vegetable
be served cold or frozen.
--act surely and
New 'sweet potatoes will not be so
gently on the
ITTLE
hard and dry If rubbed with butter beliver. Cure
fore baking
IVER
Biliousness,
PILLS.
HeadWhen the white of an egg is beaten
achte.
to a froth and added to the cream It
Dizzi•
will whip more quickly and easily.
nese and Indigestion. They do their duty.
After cooking cabbage add to it, just
SMALL PII.L. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIM before serving, one small half' cupful
must bear Signature
of thick sour cream
This in much
better than vinegar.
W'hon currant bread has been baked.
if It he wrapped in a damp cloth for a
few days it will not crumble when cutWarved.
ting. and it will not be dry.
"Tommy, how often must I tell you
The flavoring of shrimps is improved
to wash -your bands?"
fling water Is poiffed over them a
"You needn't at all, mother."- a
a
l
it
rt time before they are served
11
Judge
be drained away immediately.
-eDr. Pierce's' Pleitiessit
tiret put up
Housewifely Hints.
10 yearn agil They regulete Anil In‘igulat•
stomaeli, !o'er and betel.. Sugar cleated
Now is the time to hang fresh bags
tiny granules. Adv.
of lavender In one's wardrobe and lay
It plentifully among personal and
Sally From the Kitchen.
household Buten. Tiny machete of it
The two servants met in the tram sewn Into one's
garments' not only
"Does this war they're talking so exude a delicIpus fragrance wherever
much about make much difference to one moves, but are an excellent preyou?"
ventive of infection
Lavender is the
-The missies says were got to econ- favorite perfume of both Queen Alexomize. so we're to hays leargarint andra and Queen Mary, who get a
%MI meals in the kitchen."
large consignment, freshly distilled
"Doesn't she have it, then?"
for them, from Mitcham each year
"Not her. She says it don't snit her and use it In great quantities. All the
digestion. Btu there's nothing wrong cushions in the queen mother's bouwith her digestion. We know that doir are filled with a certain amount
For as often as not we send her up of new lavender every summer,. so
the 'margarine and have the butter that the room is alwpyle full of 'the
retiree iris"- -London Tit-Bits.
delicate Erfglish perfejlhe.

Perm Cured This Man Of
Catarrh.

NOVEL IDEA IN

WILL

MA

KING

French Firmer Had Little Money tu
-Leave. but at Least H• Could
Show We Good Will.

CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UN ,
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES

Eli'. J. PI.
Rem Ilabnab.
T4 New Verb—
bushman men %ore
SI a ryl•nd.
0110 dry dlerussine the purchaue by
writeir "Two
otos 4 11 them or a L•rtgilli niereautile
years ago I beeteseere with whit's, the buyer eacame a sufplained, had von,.. the "good will"
ferer with ca.
tarrh, which
'I huge. this good will,'" said the
Ugh' calomel nsakee you sick Take etraightou you right up end make you
continued to
frieeid, ' is greater than that of the obi I dose of the vile, dangeroun drug to
feel tIn• and vigorous by mernine I
grow
worse
irrench farmer
night and tomorrow you may Wee a waut you to go beck to the store and
and made me
' "I never heard the story
day's work.
got ycur money Dodson's Liver Toes
mi•erable. 1
"lier« It Is
The farmer was qyltsg
could soareely
Calumet is mereury or quicksilver is destroying the sale of calomel beand
he
sent
for
the
notary
to
make
out
smell at all,
which causes necrosis of the bones cause It is real liver medicine, entirethe will Propped up in bad. he itic
trot my taste
Calomel, when it coulee into contact ly vegetaple, therefore it caunot salileft
almost
had
tested
it erege• vate or litake
with sour bile 'maims
you sick
me. By head aLhod constantly, and
Ti, Jean fittreel, our superb volt.
it up This Is when you feel that
at times had high fever and bleed- few., 10,000 franca
I guarentee that on• repoonrut of
awful nausea •nel cramping
if you Dodscn's
trig at the nom, I was a Perteet
Liver Tone mill pat your
" 'I bequeath 15,000 francs to the
feel sluggish and "all knocked out," If
wreck
your
sluggish liver to work told
fearieris
Alphonise
ilay•rd,
that
he
may
"I tried several dieters, bet derived
your liver Is torpid and bowels constitie meet I read In one of your lit- continue hie valuable aerettatitleal ea pated or yeis have headache, disAiness, bowels of that sour lille and constiwaste which is eioaging your
tle booklets. called 'Ills of Life,' of perlments
coated tongue, if breath is had or Vette!
Pierre Descheimps, chemist,
rerun& being a remedy for catarrh,
"
system
and making yoti fee I miserable.
eternach sour, just try a spoonful of
and procured a bottle at once. After 10,000 franca as a mark of affection
I guarantee. that a bottle of Dodson's
brimless' Dodson a Lie IT Tone
the use of one bottle I felt some betTo my physician Slonetieur LeHere's my guarantee (;o to any Liver Tone, will keep your entire famter, so I tried the second and the eiair, 16,000 francs
drug store. or dealer and get •(.0-cPtit. ily feeling tine for months Give It to
third, and now I am a well man."
"'To our .eloquent paittor, 2&,00()
, bottle of Dodames Liver Ton.. Take your children It Is totrenleas; doesn't
fratieli, to continue. the rustle-allots
PpOolallf tonight amid if It doesn't •
and they like Its pleasearit taste
of
' 'But, my dear sir, interrupted the
notary, 'I slim t hi-Bev., you hat e all
that money to
Iror Doisghs, Cold' and Plator•pvt •nd at the drat Sy ID ptvui• et nor
1 kIll/W very well I huveret,' Maid
aliment anti. otoall dowse of bat •onderfa rowed) no•
Iii.' farmer, caltnly. 'but I want to 111111w
atom used In esiituenee,
my salmi will
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-Yotathas Com
00 rents and It, a bottle;
and ft) the throws of roty dr•ga•i. hart:mai
pinion
dealer. ••••
v.4.1 hi
11114,1 • MI rim At,(IC,
hemlat• and 11•0tertologiata. iWoolyon. lad., U. •.
Anecdotes.
Evil in Nervous Excitement.
Speaking of hut:mhos brings its to WAS
IN
Profeesur von Pfutigen or %Aerials is
the fact that no man living can look
Rabli
ting some intetenting, expertti7EL.ht,
quite so 'solemn Wilet1 preducing hu Woman's Desire for Liberation From ,ernIDDA,
lit elite %hie
beer upon the relation of
mere as-Irvin S. Cobb, the well known
Wrecked Train Accompanied by
It,.' state of the nervoua system to the
comedian of the, Saturday Evening
Terrible Threat.
electric realetance of the skin, and be
Post
When Cobb %All ItIl that staff
of one of the big New York mica spa
A lest limited- was bowling over claims that nertous'exettement of any
lower, the proteetinx power of
pure he did various news aepignmente. the sands of Arizona.
Just how it kind
For Cuts, Burns,
alltIle of them mighty serious and nth happened was frequently explained, the skin to quite a marked extent.
Bruises, Sprains,
ere that gas'. him a ehance for com and never undervitood, hut as the train
From Last Year,
telly.
It wan a 'standing Joke about sped along the side of a parched river
Kathryn Did she wear a picture
the office that anybody could look at it sunisienly left the rails, rolled down
Cobb ma he bent over his typewriter the bank anti landed in three feet of hat?
Sores,
Kitty e Yes. an old master
and tell chichi kind of yarn he was muddy water at -the bottom of the
and all External Injuries.
%riling. If his face was all wrinkled river bed.
up is ith solemnity like a bloodhound's,
Within the ears there was sonic
%Oh a sad look about the eyes such natural confusion.
Men, worm./ and
Price 25c. 50c and $1-00
as one rarely sees except in an under- lunch boxes were thrown into a heap,
oe WRITE
takers hostler, Cobb was preparing and not an umbrella or a parcel was
Ton and mfr.* drinkers melon stains
C'HAUJak...
Hanford Ufa'
C.
°
nonirthing that would make hosts of left in the racks.
N. Y.
backach• headache, rheumatic pals. ellssinoos, drowsy, tired feeling,, illaturbed
- people laugh
One by one the occupants of the
urination awl other •iges• of kidney weakrear ear extricated themselves from
nom The cen•t•nt wee of nitrontIc or alcohortc drinks l• very apt to irritat• lb*
NEVP:11 HAD A COYLE
the mass. and sought for means of eskidni ye. and weak kidneys seed prompt
Taking KILITEIR DARER
R AJ A R film costs you the game as any "HyAfter
help to avert all danger of dropsy, gra••1
Ilttla dau Woe, 10 years old. •uffered cape, while stanching various wounde
or fatal !bight's dloosopo Avoid be too
other. We develop it free. Send stamps ne•rly a year with chili* mid fewer. moat of th• caused by broken glass.
Every
exit
of
stimulants, drink more orator. irot more
inie under the doctor's. care. I wan direcuir
,nes To ton* wad
✓est fresh •1r and
for a roll today, We pay the postage. aged and * frirn-1 advined me tn try Elixir was jammed tight. Just then, In the
stren gthen tha tired kidneys. age Dona's
Nallyok. I garsIt to her and she Ilse never bad midst. of the doubt and confusion, rou- Kidney
Pitts
the
most
emiteieggeel wad
Independent Photo Optical Co. •i•h111 since. It completely cured her" Rea
highly recommended kidney remedy
rus Helm.. 800 aNt,NIC,WaehIngton, D. C. e woman's voice In emphatic demand:
215 N. Math Street, St, Louis, Mo,
Elixir Hab•la Si eent•, all drtiorglata or by
'Let me out! Let me out! If you
Mississippi
Par. elm Pont prepaid from Kliksewskl di Co,
don't let me out,
break a window.Washington. D. C.
Mes. Mary F HenWhy Hs Objected.
\ry 1101 N
Male
Itt , -'.ter Valley,
A parson and a a leading parishioner
Cottages.
Important to Mothers
id lea. says "DoubtExamine carefully every bottle of
"Cottage accommodation." In the
less overwork weak.
%Jr'. not on good terms, and theta
•ned my kidneys
was much speculation in the village sense in which Mr Itunchiman's bill CASTORIA,a safe and sure remedy fop
and mad• me feel
rniserstiie
I sot'
deals with it, la a phase that would Infanta and children, and see that it
11.16
.f0 the reason.
I.r.S intensely from
hardly
be
understood
in
the
CnIted
Bears tile
"It's all on account of parson rebackache and my
ankle.
Don
and
fusing to christen master's" youngest States. Professors Greesteogh. and Signature of
swelled rtnany my
-1.444‘
back gave out comchild," the housemaid confided to her Kittredge of Harvard,' in their book Ifflate For Over 30 Years.
pletely and I was
friend of the dusting brush at the on the ways of English words, points Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria,
51.-k
abed
for
months. As soon as
house across the way. "Master want- out that "cottage," in the strict Sense
I used Dosnap Kided her to be named Dora Ruby Inez of a laborer's dwelling, has never been
ney Pills they helpBuzzard Carries Off Dog.
ed me and four boxes sathiety rld roe of
North
Kathleen, but the parson adopted into popular American
Eagles are said to be genie enough
th• allmeni• I have had Huie or no
because
America
has
never
really
had
wouldn't do it."
suffering sine.."
and strong enough to carry off almost
"It was like parson's cheek," replied the thing. The word over there has anything from a man to cat, but
Get Deaa's at Any Si.,.,10.• Boa
sentimental
her friend, 'even if he was asked to always had literary andthe first instance known when a buz
associations, and finally has come to zard carried off a dog was witnessed
give the ohild a hundred names-FOSTERAULBURN OM. BUFFALO, K. Y.
."Oh, It wasn't the number of names be used for the most magnificent sum - on a -recent afternoon. The incident
which bothered him." returned the trier residences. This has gone much happened a few nines from Bessemer
servant. ''Ite objected to the initials, farther than the -use of the word In
A very brave little fox terrier a-as
In Amer- endeavoring to chase off a large buzthat's all. You Flee, master's nano' is England to rhean a villa.
definitely
signifies
a
"cottager"
Ica
a
Beer, and the girl's initials are D. U.
zard that had alighted on the ground
I. N. K., and parson declined to be a person who Di above staying at a He only succeeded in making the
hotel,
and
has
his
party to her having to sign herself boarding house. or
buzzard fly Close to the ground for a
when she grows up, 'Drink Beer.- own summer home London Chroni- short distance. The buzzard stopped Remedy for the prompt relict of
cle.
London Answers.
on a short stump and waited for the Asthma and Hay Fever. Ask Your
druggist for it. Writs tor FREE SAMPLE.
dog, which came barking around the
NORTHRUP & LYMAN CO.. Ltd. BUFFALO.N.Y.
New Conundrum.
root of the stump.
Here 18 a conundrum which your
The buzzard, seeing his chance, '
greatgrandfathers asked each other jumped from the stump, seized the
Duke, N. C.-"When my baby was
a'hen they were little bey,:
dog in its mouth and cheasi, and flew
two weeks old, behind his ears turned
"How many legs has a dog if you to a thicket near by
Birmingham
red and Caused ap irritation and from call his tall a leg?"
(Ala.) Dispatch to the Atlanta Jourrubbing it becaite raw and stayed
You can't judge a woman's dieposi6
"Five!" shouted the little great- nal.
Mew Chicken Salad.
moistened all the time. At times it
Hon by her telephone voice
granddad of-Mr. A.
Take one cupful of cold chicken that would get so bad as to bleed. He was
ici
'1,Vrong,'
.corrected the ditiilnutiee
11. it nernjoYvilrov
has been chopped and shredded until fretful. At the time ha was eight
"
swell?ing
Money for Christmas.
greatgrandifad of Mr. B. "Because
•shortbreath.olUrn gives entire relief
very line and one ounce of pate de foie months old he was In a bad condition
Selliag
guaranteed
wear-proof
hosiInmeiee days,Tria 1 1 reatmen t sent Frei
calling his 'tail a leg doesn't make it a
gram. Add to it one ounce of cooking with sores behind his eara and on his
Dr THOMAS E. C.11114, Serarsor I*
ery to friends & neighbors. Big Xmas
leg."
Dr.H. H. Greens Saes, Box 0. Atlanta, Ga.
the
beaten
yolks
of
two
eggs
sherry,
face.
Wear-ProofMills,
3200
business.I am reminded of this venerable
and a cupful of clear chicken biretta
"Nothing seemed to do any good at brain twister of youth by the follow'- Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.-Adv.
EYE
Season to taste with salt and cayenne. all till I got Cuticura Soap and OintElie
ACHES
mg lines in the Clayton anti-business
Heat the mixture through and Tool. ment. I at once commenced to wash
The
mule
first'
that
gets
in
the
kick
bill:
Add one.ounce of dissolved gelatin to his ears and face three or four times
W. N. L, MEMPHIS, NO. 43-1914.
"The District of Columbia shall be usually wins the scrap
a cupful of whipped cream
Beat the during the day •-with the-" Certicura 'deemed
a state within the. meaning of
whites of three eggs to a froth and Soap, dried them with a soft
WOMEN who are restieos, with
this law."
mix all lightly together. l'ut in a theu applied this Cuticura Ointment.
constant ch.inge of position,"fidget. So I shall modernize that ancient
and
set
on
ice
six
mold
or seven hours. In ten days his ears and face were .
iness," who are a mormally excitable or who
querj• by propounding the folloaing:
Serve on a bed of green with mayon,' well' and no sears were left." (Signed)
experience fainting or dizzy opens, or nervous
"How many states in the United States
headache and wakefulneea are usually sufferers
liaise
Mrs. Lena Lee, Jan: 2, 1914,
if you call the District of Columbia a
from the weaknesses of their sex.
Cuticura Soap and Oltstment sold
Philadelphia
state?" -- Girard. in
throughout the world. Sample of each
Walnut Cream for Filling.
Ledger.
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Aeldress postone-half
cupfuls
scaldamid
milk,
One
•
card
"Cuticura,
Dept.
L.
Boston."
-Ads'.
• ed; one egg well beaten, scatiteatse-lialf
Korea.
• .cupful sugar. dessert-stain's-Jul each of
linte:1 has practically become a part
War Observer.
Mri. Radio Caretsinfor of
with
the
mix
all
salt;
egg, add to the
Is the soothing, cordial and womanly tonic that
At any rat.
'What's the matter; scared o' that Of the Japanese eirlpire
Cede rSr.. CaireJ11.. serifs'
brings about an invigorating calm to the nervous
niilk and cook in double boiler until
Dr. R. V. Pierre me follower
country
control
in
that
the
Japaneste
bley
-that's
chasing
you?"
system.
Overcomes the weakness and the dragthick. When cool flavor with vanilla
is complete, and the (41ances are that
'I vend Fl rents for your *Com"No."
ging
pains which resemble the pains of rheuvIser'
for
Medical
Ad
and add one cupful of walnut meats,
mon
Sense
"Then what are you ruhning away that control will nevt4 he withdrawn ,
matism. Thousands of women in the past forty
my daughter who has rocently
ground fine. Spread on rake. If you
married sod I know the bcok will
--nt. at least. until Russia dominates
years can bear war:eats to its benefits.
trom him for'
mach value to her. I have
beof
prefer use a white frosting on top and
"I'm no running away. I'm just the. whole Asian mainland, if thai
reed and need for 26 years the
Tour decleit" In medicines sells It In Scolid or sning-decorate with whole nut meats.
valuable treatments contalned
coated talatet form;or you can send DO cine-cent stamps
retreating for strategical purposes."--- time,ever comes. The population of
In the 'Medical Adviser' anti
for a coal boa of Dr. Pier.-.s Favork• PreerrIpttort
12.0ito;omi.
and
the
area
112.Korea
is
of
Dr.
have taken many bottle*
Detroit Prep Press.
tablets. Address Dr. It V. Pierre, Invalids' Dotal
Mustard Poultice,
Iheree's Favorite PreecrIption,
and ShrTical Institute. Buffalo, N T.
000 sqoare miles; nearly twice that of
and bay* been motored to health
This Is used for a counterirritant 'FOUR OWN DRUGGIST WILL TFI.1, rot/ the state of New York
each time I used It- It km Irma t 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111UIRMIIIIIIIIIROMI1
Mnrine Nee Remedy fi.r Red Weak. %cuter,
remedy for women as a staaragt
In case of a ,pafil in the chest, back- Try
Dr. Pierce's Ma'am Pellets Regulate sea invigorate
Nye, and Granulated layelld•; ho Sutingbuilder, tin, for the agaves sad
ot
ache, etc. Iiito one gill of boiling waStessek, Dyer sea Novels. Sepe-Cwatiel Tray Geseelm.
gonorol health."
No Need to Hurry.
1%1'"4."7'rli7t`1=
,
A,401,.7.
rg"41
one
stir
tablespoonful
of
Indian
Autuumumiummiumitiminuntimitsumunimmi
"You're not arrrin' to work this
• ter
• Bathe your'race for several in. • meal; spread the paste thus made on
mornin'?"
A Modern Miracle.
a cloth and spread over it one tea• utes with Resinol Soap and hot
"Tiessiot that."
Iluaband lphoningl-How about the
the Timewater, working the creamy lather a spoon of dry mustard. Equal parts of cook,,dear?
"S'pose a duke like you don't mind
mustard and flour made into a paste
into the skin gently with the fin'our."
losing arf an
Wife-She's still here.
tonic la,
ger-tips. Wash of! with Resinol s and spread between two pieces of
"Look. 'ere, Bill, our timekeeper's
muelln make a mustard plaster.
Soap and more hot water. Finish
In taking revenae, a man is but daughter %as married .yest‘rday7and Ii
with a dash of cold water to dose •
there to time this morn' t
eveh with his enemy;,, but In passing .tell you if
•
the pores.
•
Spiced Utiles.
it over. he is superior.-Philosophy 'Ws no father's 'cart "-'--London Tit •
Do this once or twice a day, and .•
Boil four quarts of limes In water Book.
Bits.,
you will be astonished to find how • until tender, drain off- water. cut the
quickly the healing, antiseptic • limes in halves, put them In a jar and
Resinnl medication soothes and
pour over them this --sirup: One eivp
cleanses the pores, removes pim- • ful of vinegar, tie cupfti&-Ormolateses,
pies and blackheads, and lea,
.es the i capful of water; two teaspoonfuls of
corn piex ion clearfresh and vetYetr.
cleaves? Boll a few minutes, then pour
.• over the limes. They should he kept
saw be sit drains-foe For Wimple rens
writ* to Dogte 11r,, krtool,Solomon".Ild. 6 a little while before eating
them.
VOW Viest-Illion•Dolo Drug 0•.,,011Ornollis. Toney. Pork:4194.00
If TOWS is, fluttering or week,
40100•••••a oeset
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The Wretchedness
of Constipation
CARTER'S LITTLE
UVER PILLS.

CARTERS

•

Straighten Up! Don't. Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's Liver Tone."

mitt,
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For Every
Kind of
Lameness

Watch Your Colts

VERY MUCH

EARNEST

HANFORD'S

Balsam of Myrrh
Strains, Stiff Neck,
Chilblains,Lame Back,
Old
Open Wounds,

Made Since 1846. Attnultdi

The Cause Laid Bare
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DR. PIERCE'S

Favorite Prescription
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this easy
way to clear
your skin with.
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